( CATHOLIC CORE VALUES) _

Mediation

Community

cl
UniversalityI
Inclusion

McBrien has since added tradition to his original list of three principles. It is a Catholic conviction that ScrIpture must be
understood within historical context. McBrien calls world and church history "carriers of divine revelaUon." Hellwig refers to
tradition as "cumulative wisdom." She Interprets Tradition In the usual way, but also more broadly. She notes that Catholicism
has often shown evidence of treasuring cultural wisdom. "It has long been the custom of the Church to sponsor libraries,
schools and museums In which the culture and wisdom of the past are celebrated, preserved, and explored. "

Tradition

Groome proposes that the metaphors, "story" and "vIsion" be used to clarify the understanding of Tradition. Groome likes
story because It Impnes something that unfolds. Also, story, as Groome defines it, avoids the ScrIpture vs. Tradition debate
because it encompasses both. Groome writes: The 'Story' of Christian faith, then, Includes: its scriptures and liturgies; its
creeds, dogmas, doctrines and theologies; its sacraments and rituals, symbols, myths, gestures and rengious language
patterns; its spltftuaOtJes, values, laws and expected Dfestyles; and so on. Any symbol that renects and cantes the historical
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In other words, past stories become present visions of future reality.

Faith and
Reason

McBrien, HeDwig, and Groome agree that, In the Catholic tradition, faith and reason are not mutually exclusive. In Catholic
tradition, the inteUeel - what McBrIen refers to as the "critical faculties" - are considered graced because the InteHeel Is an
essential element of humanness that Is God-given. This explains the longstanding emphasis in the Catholic Church on
education rooted in the humanities. Implicit In a Catholic education Is the pursuit of truth for the betterment of humankind.
InteRectual endeavors are not meant to be ends in themselves. The epitome of the synthesis of faith and reason is the study
oftheology, which is someUrnes defined as "faith seeking understanding."
.
According to Hellwig, this
'nu' between faith and reaso
as natural tens/on points, especially where the competing
Catholic values of truth and knowledge inters
WI
and cumulative wisdom. Tension points notwithstanding,
Groome believes, and the others would concur, that the Catholic Church is at its best when it risks navigating this minefield. In
the way of summary, Groome states: The CathoDe Church, at its best and when faithful to its own long tradition, champions the
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Human
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Personhood

Justice

Note: This composite set of Catholic Core Values was drawn from the following three sources:
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